
COLOMBO: Scoreboard at stumps on the second day
of the second Test between Sri Lanka and Pakistan at
the P. Sara Oval in Colombo yesterday:

Pakistan 1st innings: 138 (Mohammad Hafeez 42,
Tharindu Kaushal 5-42, Dhammika Prasad 3-43)

Sri Lanka 1st innings (overnight 70-1):
D. Karunaratne c Sarfraz b Junaid 28
K. Silva run out 80  
K. Sangakkara c Shafiq b Babar 34
L. Thirimanne c Azhar b Yasir 7
A. Mathews lbw b Yasir 77
D. Chandimal b Yasir 1
K. Vithanage b Yasir 3
D. Prasad lbw b Hafeez 35
R. Herath not out 10
T. Kaushal c Misbah b Yasir  18
D. Chameera not out  0
Extras: (b6, lb3, nb1, w1) 11
Total (for nine wickets, 118.2 overs) 304 

Fall of wickets: 1-47 (Karunaratne), 2-98 (Sangakkara), 3-
119 (Thirimanne), 4-191 (Silva), 5-194 (Chandimal), 6-
202 (Vithanage), 7-275 (Prasad), 8-275 
(Mathews), 9-303 (Kaushal).
Bowling: Wahab 9-2-19-0 (nb1), Junaid 27.2-5-80-1 (w1),
Babar 32-8-82-1, Yasir 40-5-95-5, Hafeez 10-2-19-1.

Sri Lanka lead by 166 runs with one wicket in hand.
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COLOMBO: Leg-spinner Yasir Shah claimed
five for 95 as Pakistan halted Sri Lanka’s
march towards a big first innings lead in
the second Test at the P Sara Oval in
Colombo yesterday. Shah made up for the
absence of injured pace spearhead Wahab
Riaz to keep Sri Lanka down to 304-9 by
stumps on the second day in reply to the
tourists’ modest 138. Opener Kaushal Silva
top-scored with 80 and skipper Angelo
Mathews made 77, but Sri Lanka lost six
wickets for 112 runs after at one stage
being 191-3. Rangana Herath (10) and last
man Dushmantha Chameera (0) will
resume on the third day with their team
leading by 166 runs on a pitch that is giving
spinners plenty of bounce and turn.
Pakistan missed Wahab, who has been
ruled out for the rest of the series with a
hairline fracture in his left hand that he
received while batting on Thursday.

Wahab bowled nine overs on the first
day but did not take the field yesterday,
leaving Pakistan one strike bowler short.
Yasir,  whose seven-wicket haul in Sri
Lanka’s second innings fashioned Pakistan’s
10-wicket victory in the first Test in Galle,
once again tormented the rival batsmen.
He had Lahiru Thirimanne caught at short-
leg by Azhar Ali for seven before lunch, and
then bowled both Dinesh Chandimal (one)
and Kithuruwan Vithanage (three) in the
afternoon session. Yasir ’s dismissal of
Mathews gave the leg-spinner his 50th
wicket in only nine Tests, making him the
fastest among Pakistani bowlers to reach
the mark.

Idol Warne boosted Yasir
Yasir said he derived his confidence

from an encouraging tweet by Australian
leg-spin legend Shane Warne, whom he
regards as his idol. Warne had tweeted last
year after watching Shah bowl on televi-
sion: “I like the look of this leggie Yasir Shah,
plenty of energy and nice variations of

pace.” “His words actually put me under
pressure to live up to his appreciation and
it has been good so far,” the 29-year-old
Yasir said. “The focus remains on bowling a
good line and length and control my varia-
tions. One needs to be patient in Test crick-
et and that is what I am trying to do.”

Yasir said losing the services of Wahab
hurt his team, but he remained confident
that the Test was not out of Pakistan’s
reach. “We are a bowler short because of
the injury and the need is to contain Sri
Lanka’s lead,” he said. “The pitch is still play-
ing well, but it will offer more for the spin-
ners on the last two days.” Silva, who hit a
century in Galle, once again anchored the
team’s brittle batting. Silva and Mathews
put on 72 for the fourth wicket to take the
score to 191-3 when three wickets crashed
in the space of 11 runs to open up the tail.
Silva was run out when he drove Zulfiqar
Babar to mid-on and charged down the
wicket for a sharp single, only for Mathews
to send him back.

Sangakkara falls for 34
Kumar Sangakkara, who resumed on 18

at the team’s overnight score of 70-1, made
34 when he attempted a big hit off left-
arm spinner Babar and was caught at long-
on by Asad Shafiq. Sangakkara, 37, has still
not responded to media speculation that
he will retire after playing the first two
Tests against Pakistan and one against
India in August. Sri Lanka were tottering at
202-6 when tailender Dhammika Prasad
helped Mathews add 73 runs for the sev-
enth wicket to boost the total. Both bats-
men were dismissed in successive overs as
Prasad was trapped leg-before by
Mohammad Hafeez for 35 and Mathews
fell in similar fashion against Yasir. Hafeez,
who was reported after the Galle Test for a
suspect action and is likely to be tested
next week, sent down 10 economical overs
that cost only 19 runs.— AFP 

NEW DELHI: The one-time easy beats of South Asian
have just turned a corner, with an impressive series win at
home against continental powerhouse India. South
Africa, watch out! Almost 30 years since its first foray into
the top limited-overs cricket arena, Bangladesh has
matured into a consistent, competitive team capable of
beating anyone on home turf. A recent string of 10 victo-
ries on home soil by Bangladesh should be warning
enough for fourth-ranked South Africa when it embarks
on a tour of two tests and three ODIs next month.  

Two-time world champion India and 1992 World Cup
winner Pakistan were handed emphatic defeats in bilater-
al series this month and the margins of defeat surprised
probably even Bangladesh’s most ardent fans.
Bangladesh swept Pakistan 3-0 in an ODI series - winning
by 79 runs, seven wickets and eight wickets - and then
took a winning 2-0 lead against a full-strength India
squad with margins of 79 runs and six wickets before los-
ing the last game.

Bangladesh flags were waved relentlessly at the
Mirpur Stadium by boisterous fans celebrating as their
team outplayed the opposition to secure a spot at the
Champions Trophy.  “It wasn’t surprising because we have

seen a different Bangladesh team since the World Cup,”
said Bangladesh bowling coach Heath Streak, a former
Zimbabwe pace bowler. “The players are definitely more
confident and they now believe they can win more con-
sistently.” Bangladesh had chances during the World Cup
quarterfinal match against India in March but lost to the
2011 champions. Only three months later, it was the
Bangladesh team which made the most of its opportuni-
ties.

“For Bangladesh, it’s huge to beat India and throw a
message to the cricket world,” Streak said. Bangladesh
always had reliable spin bowlers, a must on the tradition-
ally spin-friendly subcontinental conditions, but it is the
batting consistency and penetrative pace bowling that
has turned the national team around. Left-handed open-
er Tamim Iqbal’s back-to-back centuries were instrumen-
tal in clinching the series against Pakistan, and bowler
Mustafizur Rahman grabbed 11 wickets in the first two
games against India to remind everyone of its traditional
frailty against left-arm pace bowlers.  

The 19-year-old Rahman was particularly impressive
with his slower deliveries while captain Mashrafe
Mortaza, Rubel Hossain and young Taskin Ahmed kept a

tight length around the off stump to trouble the Indians.
“What particularly impressed me was how subtly they
changed their pace,” veteran India captain Mahendra
Singh Dhoni said. “They didn’t bowl 140 and then 110,
but took it down marginally.  They did well in the World
Cup because of their fast bowlers so we were not sur-
prised they relied on them.”

Bangladesh has beaten teams like India, Pakistan, South
Africa and England in World Cup matches previously but
has struggled with consistency, especially abroad.
Mortaza is determined to turn that situation around, too.
“We’re now confident of playing well abroad,” Mortaza said.
“The boys can deliver in all conditions and we hope to
maintain our form against South Africa.” Bangladesh has
won 93 of 306 ODIs, lost 209 with four no-results, but the
winning percent is likely to improve considerably in the
short format of the game.  Its record in test cricket, which
once showed a dismal 27 losses and one draw, may take
some time improving with seven wins in 91 games with 71
lost and 13 draws.  What Mortaza and co need is the new-
found confidence in the limited-overs formats to transfer
into the five-day matches - a home series against South
Africa is the next opportunity. — AP 

5-wicket Yasir battles 
for depleted Pakistan

TEMUCO: Brazilian-based striker Paolo Guerrero scored a hat
trick as Peru swept aside Bolivia 3-1 to set up a Copa America
semi-final showdown with fierce rivals Chile on Thursday.
Flamengo forward Guerrero, who has spent the past three years
in Brazil after spells in Germany with Bayern Munich and
Hamburg, pounced in the 20th and 23rd minutes to snuff out
Bolivia’s campaign. The 31-year-old completed his hat trick in
the 74th minute, strolling clear of the Bolivian defense to finish
nonchalantly. Marcelo Martins scored a late consolation from
the penalty spot for Bolivia. The result sets up the mouthwater-
ing prospect of a semi-final next Monday between tournament

hosts Chile and Peru, the latest installment of a ferocious foot-
balling rivalry which began in 1935.

Matches between the two neighbors are known as the
“Clasico del Pacifico,” laced with a historical enmity that dates
back to the 1879-1883 War of the Pacific. Chile and Peru also
fought a long-running legal battle over the two nations’ disput-
ed maritime border.  Peru will head into Monday’s showdown
brimming with confidence after easing past Bolivia. The match
was effectively settled during a devastating three-minute spell
midway through the first half when Peru’s superb counter-
attacking unstitched the Bolivian defense.

Guerrero grabbed his first of the night in the 20th minute,
timing his jump to head home past Bolivia goalkeeper Romel
Quinonez after an exquisite cross from the left by Fiorentina
midfielder Juan Manuel Vargas. Three minutes later Guerrero
made it 2-0 after a breathless breakout from Peru which had
begun with a Bolivia free-kick on the edge of their opponents
area. Midfielder Christian Cueva was the architect, kicking a ball
over the top of the Bolivian defense to send Guerrero bearing
down on goal. Quinonez hesitated fatally as he advanced off his
line and Guerrero coolly tucked away a low finish to put Peru
firmly in control. Bolivia almost gave themselves a lifeline on 31

minutes but Martins was denied after a fine close-range reflex
save by Peru goalkeeper Pedro Gallese. Peru did not take long
to get back onto the attack, and only the woodwork thwarted
Jefferson Farfan when his thumping long-range effort can-
noned back off the post on 37 minutes with Quinonez beaten.
Bolivia escaped again on the stroke of half-time when Farfan hit
the woodwork again, crashing a shot off the bar. Victory was
sealed when Guerrero completed his hat-trick on 74 minutes.
Bolivia grabbed a late consolation through a Martins penalty
after Ronald Raldes was brought down by Yordy Reyna but it
was too little too late.— AFP 

Peru book Copa America semi-finals

COLOMBO: Pakistan leg-spinner, Yasir Shah delivers the ball during the second day of the
second Test match between Sri Lanka and Pakistan at the P Sara Oval Cricket Stadium in
Colombo yesterday. — AFP 

TEMUCO: Peru’s goalkeeper Pedro Gallese (right) collides with Bolivia’s Ricardo Pedriel during a Copa America quarterfinal
soccer match at the German Becker Stadium in Temuco, Chile on Thursday, June 25, 2015. Peru won the match 3-1. 

TEMUCO: Peru’s Jose Paolo Guerrero, 9, scores his third goal past Bolivia’s goalkeeper Romel Quinonez during a Copa
America quarterfinal soccer match at the German Becker Stadium in Temuco, Chile. — AP photos

FIFA president
Blatter says ‘has 

not resigned’
ZURICH: Sepp Blatter has told a Swiss newspaper he has not
quit as FIFA president, adding to speculation he may try to
stay on as head of world soccer’s governing body that is
gripped by a corruption scandal. “I have not resigned, rather I
am offering my mandate at an extraordinary congress,” Blatter
is quoted as telling Swiss newspaper Blick in an article pub-
lished yesterday. The paper said Blatter had spoken on
Thursday at his first public appearance since the June 2 news
conference where he said he would step down as FIFA presi-
dent and call a leadership election in the wake of the corrup-
tion scandal. 

A FIFA spokesman said by email: “We can confirm the
quotes in Blick are accurate. They are in line with the speech of
the President on 2 June 2015.” However, Blatter’s words
seemed to be less final than what he said on June 2, which
was: “I have decided to lay down my mandate at an extraordi-
nary elective Congress. I will continue to exercise my functions
as FIFA president until that election.” A former Blatter adviser
had said previously that the long-serving FIFA president could
go back on his promise to stand down from his role. 

FIFA said at the time that Klaus Stoehlker, who advised
Blatter during this year’s FIFA election campaign, was no
longer working with Blatter. Blatter, who was re-elected in
May, is under pressure to leave sooner rather than later as US
and Swiss authorities investigate suspected bribery and cor-
ruption at the organization. Blatter has not been charged
with any wrongdoing. Domenico Scala, the official oversee-
ing the choice of a new president, has said Blatter’s depar-
ture was an “indispensable” part of planned reforms to soc-
cer’s governing body. Blatter, 79, spoke at an event for work-
ers building the planned FIFA museum in Zurich, Blick
reported. — Reuters

Sepp Blatter

Bangladesh ‘maturing’ after
wins over India and Pakistan


